Virtual event platforms incorporate a variety of tools to plan, promote, and execute online events. These products are designed to help businesses deliver the same feel and value of in-person events through digital experiences. As a result, virtual event platforms are flexible software solutions that can be used to manage and host different types of online events, such as association meetings, multi-session conferences, trade shows etc.

Virtual event platforms share many of the same features of event management platforms. While the latter focuses on managing in-person events, virtual event platforms facilitate digital experiences via built-in webcasting capabilities, integrations with webinar software, or both. Virtual event platforms also help recreate in-person event experiences by incorporating interactive content, such as Q&A, live polls, group chat, and 1:1 networking.

DEKON is happy to provide its clients with a platform featuring cutting edge design, community features, integrated webinars and live video to deliver the unique value of events in an online only event environment tailor-made to your needs.
Attendees make real, human connections through messages, direct meeting scheduling, and 1:1 or small group video conversations directly within the platform.

Bring keynotes and breakouts to life with dedicated session pages that include embedded live-streaming video, chats, Q&A, polling and intuitive speaker controls.

Globally Providing Peace of Mind
Offer attendees the chance to visit a virtual trade show floor with virtual booths and have a general overview of the exhibition area.
Meet booth staff via video with the push of a button. Exhibitors can embed product videos, share collateral and host video product showcases.
COLLABORATION & INTERACTIVITY

Keep the power of togetherness with video. Host everything from lunch & learn sessions to team breakout sessions, with video keeping the group connected.
ATTENDEE NETWORKING AND COMMUNITY

Searchable attendee directory and speaker profiles, private messaging and public discussion forums mean more opportunities for meaningful connections.

PERSONALIZED AGENDA

Whether you’re running a complex, multi-track conference with keynotes, break-outs, networking events and meals, or a simple single-track program, we will get your attendees where they need to go.
Attendees come to network, so let them! Participants can view free / busy time, request meetings, book tables or virtual meeting rooms and more.